TEMPEST CLASS ASSOCIATION

The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved by the chairman of the class rules sub committee to be effective 20th June 2008.

Rule A.10.1
Amendment: Change the existing rule as follows:
A.10.1 Sail numbers shall be issued by the ITA identical to the hull number

Rule C.9.5 (b)
Amendment: New Rule:
(b) Two spinnaker poles may be carried onboard and used.

Rule D.1.4 (a)
Amendment: Replace the existing rule with:
The hull number and the mould number shall be engraved on the forward face of the aft bulkhead approximately on the centerline. Each digit of the number shall be a minimum of 20 mm in height and 15 mm in width except for the number 1.

Rule D.6.4 Hull Dimension
Amendment: Delete from the existing rule:
Spinnaker chute mouth hole fore and aft .............................................................. 205 mm
Spinnaker chute mouth hole athwart ................................................................. 160 mm

Rule F.5.4.
Amendment: increase the maximum spinnaker pole length from 2300 mm to 2565 mm

Rule G.3.4.
Amendment: increase the maximum inside batten pocket length for the lower battens from 1000 mm to 1050 mm